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these claims to legitimacy are both an expression of and shape of how
a rule is being exercised in this paper we introduce new expert coded
measures of regime legitimation strategies rls for 183 countries in
the world from 1900 to 2019 political legitimacy is a virtue of
political institutions and of the decisions about laws policies and
candidates for political office made within them this entry will
survey the main answers that have been given to the following
questions legitimacy popular acceptance of a government political
regime or system of governance the word legitimacy can be interpreted
in either a normative way or a positive see positivism way the first
meaning refers to political philosophy and deals with questions such
as what are the right describe the nature of governing regimes define
power authority and legitimacy explain the relationships among power
authority and legitimacy discuss political history and contemporary
political and legal developments surrounding governing regimes in this
chapter we differentiate legitimation understood as the process of
claiming popular support from legitimacy itself which refers to the
extent to which a regime is perceived as legitimate by its citizens
authoritarian rule of law is positively associated with regime
legitimacy like other authoritarian states the chinese state has
embarked on an ambitious program of legal construction in political
science legitimacy is the right and acceptance of an authority usually
a governing law or a regime whereas authority denotes a specific
position in an established government the term legitimacy denotes a
system of government wherein government denotes sphere of influence
this asymmetry in regime support has two sources the decentralization
of education provision and biased media reporting which induce
citizens to credit the central government for good policy outcomes as
the covid 19 pandemic indicated no country is more sensitive to the
connection between public health and regime legitimacy than china this
article discusses the important role of public health efforts in the
legitimation of chinese communist party rule from revolutionary days
to the present this essay uses the latest asian barometer survey data
to explain how popular understanding of democracy affects regime
legitimacy in asia our findings indicate that asian citizens who
possess a procedural understanding of democracy are less supportive of
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the current political regime public health national strength and
regime legitimacy china s patriotic health campaign elizabeth j perry
a b s t r a c t modern public health initiatives are usually assessed
according to their contribution to pre venting or controlling the
spread of disease regime legitimacy a recent survey of the literature
suggests that the effects of social policy on mass political attitudes
are mixed campbell 2012 even if the policy does en hance citizens
regime support it might also increase citizens entitlement
expectations and government s fi nancial obligations potentially
burdening the regime in the present study offers a novel empirical
approach to test the relationship between legal construction and
regime legitimation drawing on a quasi experiment and original panel
survey in rural china the regime legitimacy in china has three
overlapping layers the basic layer is the morality of political elite
the crucial part of the morality is the benevolent governance which
specifies that the government has to be compassionate to the people
strategies to establish and cultivate regime legitimacy when
performance basis is predominantly pursued to generate regime
legitimacy national differences are accommodated when an ideology
basis is massively utilized to cultivate regime legitimacy the ccp
radically promotes assimilation of minorities into the majority for
national convergence therefore it can be said that any government even
a violently repressive authoritarian one can be legitimate given that
its people believe it to be so in pursuit of this claim this paper
will first elucidate the nuances of legitimacy both domestically and
internationally this thesis argues that regime legitimacy creates
military resilience a regime is legitimate when its constituents
believe whether because of ideological solidarity patriotism
nationalism or good governance that a government has the right to
exercise authority in its regime this is what we mean when we speak of
a legitimate regime and when we work to create legitimate authorities
in post conflict societies in international political life the effects
of collectively held legitimated rules include social order but also
implies the end of international anarchy 1 the most basic definition
of a legal regime is a system or framework of rules governing some
physical territory or discrete realm of action that is at least in
principle rooted in some sort of law relying on an eight nation survey
that was carefully designed to include a large number of identical
questions a structured legitimacy measurement can include six
dimensions support for or recognition of a political community support
for core regime principles support for political institutions
evaluation of regime performance support for
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claiming the right to rule regime legitimation
strategies May 13 2024
these claims to legitimacy are both an expression of and shape of how
a rule is being exercised in this paper we introduce new expert coded
measures of regime legitimation strategies rls for 183 countries in
the world from 1900 to 2019

political legitimacy stanford encyclopedia of
philosophy Apr 12 2024
political legitimacy is a virtue of political institutions and of the
decisions about laws policies and candidates for political office made
within them this entry will survey the main answers that have been
given to the following questions

legitimacy government political theory
philosophy Mar 11 2024
legitimacy popular acceptance of a government political regime or
system of governance the word legitimacy can be interpreted in either
a normative way or a positive see positivism way the first meaning
refers to political philosophy and deals with questions such as what
are the right

13 2 contemporary government regimes power
legitimacy and Feb 10 2024
describe the nature of governing regimes define power authority and
legitimacy explain the relationships among power authority and
legitimacy discuss political history and contemporary political and
legal developments surrounding governing regimes

legitimacy and legitimation strategies in
authoritarian Jan 09 2024
in this chapter we differentiate legitimation understood as the
process of claiming popular support from legitimacy itself which
refers to the extent to which a regime is perceived as legitimate by
its citizens
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authoritarian rule of law and regime legitimacy
Dec 08 2023
authoritarian rule of law is positively associated with regime
legitimacy like other authoritarian states the chinese state has
embarked on an ambitious program of legal construction

legitimacy political wikipedia Nov 07 2023
in political science legitimacy is the right and acceptance of an
authority usually a governing law or a regime whereas authority
denotes a specific position in an established government the term
legitimacy denotes a system of government wherein government denotes
sphere of influence

social policy and regime legitimacy the effects
of education Oct 06 2023
this asymmetry in regime support has two sources the decentralization
of education provision and biased media reporting which induce
citizens to credit the central government for good policy outcomes

public health national strength and regime
legitimacy Sep 05 2023
as the covid 19 pandemic indicated no country is more sensitive to the
connection between public health and regime legitimacy than china this
article discusses the important role of public health efforts in the
legitimation of chinese communist party rule from revolutionary days
to the present

popular understandings of democracy and regime
legitimacy in Aug 04 2023
this essay uses the latest asian barometer survey data to explain how
popular understanding of democracy affects regime legitimacy in asia
our findings indicate that asian citizens who possess a procedural
understanding of democracy are less supportive of the current
political regime
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legitimacy Jul 03 2023
public health national strength and regime legitimacy china s
patriotic health campaign elizabeth j perry a b s t r a c t modern
public health initiatives are usually assessed according to their
contribution to pre venting or controlling the spread of disease

social policy and regime legitimacy the effects
of education Jun 02 2023
regime legitimacy a recent survey of the literature suggests that the
effects of social policy on mass political attitudes are mixed
campbell 2012 even if the policy does en hance citizens regime support
it might also increase citizens entitlement expectations and
government s fi nancial obligations potentially burdening the regime
in

authoritarian rule of law and regime legitimacy
May 01 2023
the present study offers a novel empirical approach to test the
relationship between legal construction and regime legitimation
drawing on a quasi experiment and original panel survey in rural china

morality benevolence and responsibility regime
legitimacy Mar 31 2023
the regime legitimacy in china has three overlapping layers the basic
layer is the morality of political elite the crucial part of the
morality is the benevolent governance which specifies that the
government has to be compassionate to the people

accommodation assimilation and regime
legitimacy uga Feb 27 2023
strategies to establish and cultivate regime legitimacy when
performance basis is predominantly pursued to generate regime
legitimacy national differences are accommodated when an ideology
basis is massively utilized to cultivate regime legitimacy the ccp
radically promotes assimilation of minorities into the majority for
national convergence
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violently repressive authoritarian regimes and
legitimacy Jan 29 2023
therefore it can be said that any government even a violently
repressive authoritarian one can be legitimate given that its people
believe it to be so in pursuit of this claim this paper will first
elucidate the nuances of legitimacy both domestically and
internationally

regime legitimacy and military resilience
lessons from Dec 28 2022
this thesis argues that regime legitimacy creates military resilience
a regime is legitimate when its constituents believe whether because
of ideological solidarity patriotism nationalism or good governance
that a government has the right to exercise authority in its regime

legitimacy the princeton encyclopedia of self
determination Nov 26 2022
this is what we mean when we speak of a legitimate regime and when we
work to create legitimate authorities in post conflict societies in
international political life the effects of collectively held
legitimated rules include social order but also implies the end of
international anarchy 1

understanding legal regimes chapter one ruling
before the law Oct 26 2022
the most basic definition of a legal regime is a system or framework
of rules governing some physical territory or discrete realm of action
that is at least in principle rooted in some sort of law

pdf generational shift and its impacts on
regime legitimacy Sep 24 2022
relying on an eight nation survey that was carefully designed to
include a large number of identical questions a structured legitimacy
measurement can include six dimensions support for or recognition of a
political community support for core regime principles support for
political institutions evaluation of regime performance support for
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